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Text Survey
for Students
by Georgann Schuster

Mike was trying to study for a test
and wasn't having much success. As I
walked around the classroom, I
observed him as he riffled pages in his
text and shifted in his seat. He became
agitated as the test time drew near.
When I asked him what was the
problem, he angrily said, "I can't get
this stuff. I've tried to read this stuff ten
times and I still don't know it. I must be
stupid."
Knowing him to be a fairly
competent reader, I wondered about
test anxiety. Wanting to help, I asked to
see his text. After a quick look through
the book he handed me, I realized that
the text was a difficult one to use. The
table of contents listed only chapter
titles. There was no chapter preview or
general introduction. The pages of text
material had few pictures or other
graphic aids and there were few chapter
subheadings. The questions at the end
of the chapter he was studying were not
clearly worded nor was the information they asked for easy to locate in the
text. Yet Mike persisted in trying to read
his text to get the information he
wanted because it seemed the only
thing to do. He felt if he wasn't getting
the "stuff," then he was entirely at fault.
It never occurred to him that the text
might be the problem. To my mind,
there was a clear need for some way to
show this young man that his book was
not a user friendly text. ..Then he could
deal with that specific problem and

confidently believe that he is not at
fault.
As a teacher, I believe that
students have certain academic rights.
One right is to be made aware of
learning/ studying options available to
them and it is, I feel, a teacher's
responsibility to show students those
options. Study skills are something that
I, as a high school Reading Lab
instructor, can help them learn. Another
right is to have textbooks that are user
friendly, easy for the students to use.
Text considerateness - or in my
vocabulary, a "user friendly text" doesn't have much to do with the
academic difficulty or sophistication of
the text material. Text considerateness
refers to the text features that make it
easier for the student to find the
information they need. Experienced
teachers can recognize a textbook that is
not so easy for students to use, and
most teachers will help their students
over the difficult places. But what about
the students who have inexperienced
teachers or ones who don't provide
extra assistance? If their books are not
user friendly, the students need to know
that, too. They also need to know what
they can do to make getting
information from such texts an easier
task. With the confidence gained from
this textbook knowledge, they become
more confident readers. As more
confident readers, their attitude toward
learning generally becomes more
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NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE _ _ _ _ _ __
CLASS HOUR
STUDENT TEXTBOOK SURVEY FORM

Title of the book you are using: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of class book is used in: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make a check mark ( ) if the book has the following student aids/helps
Does this book have:
Begins on Page
Table of Contents
with subdivision headings
Chapter previews/ introductions
Vocabulary /Key terms lists
at the beginning of chapter
at the end of chapter
Questions the chapter will answer
or a list of concepts you will know
by the end of the chapter
Marginal notes or marginal highlighting
Chapter summaries/ reviews
Index
with "See" or "See Also" listings
Glossary or Dictionary of text terms
Tables or special information section
Tell what kind _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Chapter /Unit#_ _ _ _ Chapter /Unit title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A.

Subject/ Concept Headings:
Easy to recognize?

No_ _ __

Yes _ _ __

No _ _ _ _Yes_ _ __

Why?
print style
print color
in margin

1) First heading

B.

2) Second heading

Subheadings: No ___ Yes _ __

(Write in first 2 for each heading)

C.

D.

No_____ Yes _ _ _ __

Vocabulary Words/Special Terms:
Easytofind? No_ _ _ Yes _ __

If yes, why _ _ bold print
italic print
different color

Graphic Helps: No_ _ Yes _ __

If yes,

maps
charts, graphs,
tables
photographs or
pictures

Are the photos/pictures informative,
do they add information?
or are they just on a page to make
it look more interesting?
No _ _ _ Yes _ __

E.

Chapter Summary/Review:

F.

Questions at the End of the Chapter /Unit: No_ _ _ Yes _ __
What type? (Check
- Who, What, Where, When type
(these usually suggest skimming to find specific bits
of information; answers are fairly easy to find)
-How, Why
(these usually suggest scanning to learn processes and
reasons and are harder to answer; usually involve many
steps or an analysis; thought questions)

Your judgment/ opinion: Is this book easy to use? Why or why not?
(Write at least two sentences.)

If you feel this book is not easy to use, what would make it easier for you to use it?
What kinds of questions would you like to ask you teacher, questions that would make
it easier for you to get the information that you need? (Suggest two questions.)
or
How could your teacher help you more easily get the information you need from this
text? (Suggest two specific ways.)
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positive. (Porter, 1988).
Because students are frequently
left to get the information from the texts
by themselves, are told to "read the next
chapter," it is important that they know
if a text has certain features that make it
easier to use. With information about
their text, students can use that
information to make their assignment
easier to manage, their reading time
shorter, perhaps more efficient, and
they can find answers to text questions
more quickly. Certain students are able
to make these text determinations for
themselves, but most of my students
cannot. So I feel that, as teachers, we
have a responsibility to help our
students learn how to assess the texts
they have been given. If they can learn
to distinguish a book that is easy to use
from one that is not, then they will have
one more weapon in their learning
arsenal: If they know a text is easy to
use, then they know they can
concentrate on the material; if they
determine that a text is not easy for
them to use, then they can use special
strategies learned in our classes to get
the information they need.
Research shows us that the more
our students are involved in the reading
process, that is, the more they think
about what they are supposed to get
from their reading and the more
actively they become involved in the
process of reading, the more successful
they will be as readers. (Chase and
Hynd, 1987), (Crouch, 1987). Research
also shows us that we can train our
students to use specific activities that
will enhance their ability to get
information from expository texts.
(Crouch, 1987), (Post, 1988). With
Directed Reading/Thinking Activities
and learning vocabulary in content area
classes (Schwartz, 1988), we can
demonstrate, model, provide practice,

then gently push our students to try
these perhaps newfound skills.
I used my Reading Lab students
and their textbooks from classes as
diverse as U.S. Government, Consumer
Economics,
State
and
Local
Government, Biology II, and Auto
Mechanics as a place to begin. Together,
we examined the books they brought to
class. I asked them if they felt
comfortable with their texts. If they said
"yes," I asked what there was about the
book that made them feel that way.
Upper class students especially, juniors
and seniors, mentioned features that
included chapter previews and
summaries, vocabulary words or key
terms that were easy to spot, and good
graphics. Using these items as our
starting place, we brought other books
into our informal study. As we worked
our way through these books, students
remarked that Tables of Contents with
chapter or unit subdivision listings
were more helpful than simple chapter
or unit listings; that vocabulary lists
presented at the beginning of a unit or
chapter were more visible to them - and
seemed more valuable - than the same
lists at the end; that chapter summaries
or reviews were especially helpful if
they were directly related to chapter
previews and main concepts.
Additional examination sessions led to
a refinement of the students' examining
skills: they liked an Index with "See" or
"See Also" references; they looked for
texts with lists of concepts to be learned
or questions that the chapter will
answer presented at the beginning of
the reading; they liked graphics and
looked for photographs that related
directly to text material, rather than
photos that simply dressed up a page.
Marginal notations to highlight main
ideas or concepts also ranked high on
their list of good text features.

We used the ideas generated at
these sessions to develop a textbook
survey form for later Reading Lab
classes to use. (We also learned that our
survey form didn't work with literature
anthologies or most mathematics texts.)
Some students who felt that their texts
were not easy to use approached their
teachers with questions about why
certain texts were selected. Later, when
some of these teachers were involved in
selecting or recommending texts, they
recalled what their students had asked.
When all other text factors were equal,
these teachers chose texts with more of
the features the students felt were
helpful to them.
In Reading Lab classes that
followed, as the students examined
their texts to locate certain text features,
I would point out how they could
recognize text organization and use that
knowledge to their advantage. By the
end of a survey session, most students
could make a judgment about the text
they used for the survey. And they also
had an idea of what to look for in their
other texts when they try to determine
if they are user friendly.
After the survey session, when my
students have class study time, I
observe more of them using the features
of the text to help themselves learn.
Many look for and read the previews,
introductions, and summaries. Some
use chapter headings and subdivisons
to construct outlines or study sheets.
Others use marginal notations or the
text index to locate specific information.
There are other times when I observe a
student struggling with an unfriendly
text and simply allow that student to
say that the book is not easy. I answer
questions about these books that lack
the features students find helpful and
offer what assistance I can. But I don't
let student.s say, "I must be ,stupid."
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